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ABSTRAcT

Darlier studies thnt inuestigated tte impact of deualuation on domestic production relied upon tle aggregate demnnd analgsis. T?teg argued ttnt bA making a
country's erports cheaper and imports expensiue, deualuation is said. to stimulate th.e aggregate demand and thus, domestic production- In thi.s case, deualuation is said to be expansionary. Recent studks, horueuer, haue argued tLuzt bg
raisittg the cost of imported itputs, deualuation contracts aggregate supplg. If
decrease in aggregate supplg mnre than olfsets the increase in aggregate
demand., output euentuallA declines. In this ca,se, deualuation is said to be contractionary. Thjs arttcle reuieus th.e eisting research on th.e elfects of deualuation on domestic production and concludes tllat the impact is country specirtc
and depends on model specificatinn and results depend on the estimation technique.

1. INTRoDUCTToN
One of the afguments of the Keynesian open-economy macroeconomics was
tlle belief that devaluation tends to boost domestic real income and output in
addition to increasing net exports ald the price level. However, the advent of
the post 1970's oil crisis urged economists as well as policymakers to teconsider the significance of the aggregate supply side in the existing theoretical
framevrork that addresses the effecLiveness of devaluation. The ensuing revisions to macro-economic theory and policy were so dramatic that economists
were about to cast doubt on the effectiveness of devaluation. Numerous developing countries retained their fixed exchange rate regimes even after the mass
implementation of floating rates in the industrial countries of the post 1973
era. However, aut-horities have often yielded to the pressures of strong external disturbances and have fror:o time to tirae resorted to devaluations. Central
banks often deva-lue the domestic cuffency so that they can stimuLate net
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exports. Increased exports, tlrrough multiplier elfect is expected to increase
aggregate demand and ultimately, domestic production and employment' If
this takes place, we say d.evalualion of domestic currency is expansionar3r'
However, as this review will show, devaluation could induce other forces that
could offset the increase in output and eventua-lly lead to a decline in output'
In this case we say devalualion is expansionary.
Cleady, assuming there is no money illusion, the real effects of a nominal
d.evaluation would not be petsistent. NonetJreless, under certain conditions,
devaluation can be a catalyst in the process of real economic adjustment to
various shocks. This is precisely the motivalion for devaluations to be frequently included among the central elements of stabilization programs'
Indeed, devaluation has been increasingly prescribed and used as a stabilization device in developing countries as part of International Monetary Fund
all the more reason why exchange rate poliorthodox adjustment prograrns
generating
considerable controversy (e g' events in
cies have recently been
Asia). The conventional textbook treatment is based upon the proposition that
devaluation improves competitiveness, boosts exports and switches demand
toward.s domestically produced goods.2 IL addition, countries that undergo
real depreciations are believed to have better chances in tJ e journey touand
more open economies and sustained growth because a depreciated exctrange
rate will likely prevent destabilizing financial crises (as in Mexico during 1982

and 1995).
Backed by this prevailing theoretical framework, opponents of fixed
exchange rates grew stronger in light of financial crises like the post-1994
peso derraluation crisis in Mexico and seized the opportunity to extol the benefits of flexible exchange rate regimes. They argued that fixed exchange rate
regirnes have often led to real appreciations, which in turn have slowed
growth. Based on these critiques, (see Dornbusch and Wemer, 1994)' policycautioned to maintain real exchange rates at competitive levels
-"ko" *"teavoid
external sector crises, while stimulating output gro&th'
in order to
However well-grounded in the economic textbooks, tJ:e proposition that devaluations are genuinely expansionar5r has encountered serious objections from
.s well as historical facts. In point of fact, stabilization
theoretica-l
"todi""
packages, that included a devaluation component, have been criticized by an
iner-gro*ing body of literature that considers exchange rate a questionable
instrument of economic poliry, particulerly in developing countries'
While many agree on the positive effects that devaluations have on the trade
balance as well as on the possibility of some in-flationary side effects, scepticism arises primarily for of two reasons. First, in order to implement an effective devaluation, authorities have to achieve a real deva-luation' Yet, the profession recognizes the theoretical and empirical evidence that warns poLicymalers away from maintaining undervalued real exchange rates on a sustained basis since it is likely to result in spirerlling inllation and a continuous
need. for ever-growing depreciations. Second, by assuming that below-equilib-
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rium real exchange rates can be feasibly maintained, their impact on output
and employment is still unknown and extensively argued in the literature of
the past two decades. The theoretical likelihood that devaluations could be
contractionarl was in malry instances supported by actual experience. Several
authors (e.g. Gyl-fason and Radetzki, 1991; Bahmani-Oskooee, 1996) observed
output declines in the aftermath of devaluations and pointed out that t}le ben-

eficial relative price adjustment generated by devalualions may come at a trigh
price
recession. A vast body of research has made its way ilto the literature
under- tlre subject heading of contractionary deualuation. Countries such as
Mexico, where real depreciations were consistenfly coupled with output contractions, a-rrd where rea_l appreciations were associated with output expansions, have recenfly become conventional examples of the contractionarv
deva-luation problem.
The threat of the contractionarlr devaluation is real. In fact, marry developrng countries, which have experienced severe balance of payments crises as a
result of t-heir over-valued cuffencies, have often resisted devaluation as an
adjustment instrument mainly because of two reservations: (i) uncertainty
about tJ:e inlluence of exchange rates on import demand., export supply, and
domestic expenditures; (ii) impending negative side e{Iects on output growth,
employment, inflation, net international. reserves as well as on real wages and
income distribution. It is wit]1 regard to this resistance that Cooper (1971c)
observes that changes in Finance Ministers often seem to fo11ow devaluations.
Inasmuch as the devaluations may be contractionary, policymakers wil1 be at
an impasse when trying to foster output gro$th while at the salae time
improving the balance-of-payments position.
In an attempt to assess the eflects of devaluation on output, the literature
has taken four different routes. The first is a factua_l method that compares
output performance before with that after the currency devalualion and is
commonly known as ttre 'before-after' approach. The second method compares
output performance in devaluing countries with performance in a .control
group' of non-devaluing countries. This method is often referred to as the
\dth-without' or 'control-group' approach. The ttrird, bctual-versus-target'
method, employs econometric models so as to evaluate the impact of exchange
rate changes on real output. The fourth is a less direct method that relies on

sirnulation models or reduced-form equations

to

examine the impact of

exchange rate changes on domestic output. The latter is known as the ,comparison-of-simulations' approach because it consists of comparing the simulated performance of policy packages tl.at include devaluation with some alternalive set of policies.
In what follows, we classi$ studies that fit to each approach and review
them in detail, Since tiere is no otfrer review article on the subject, the purpose is to assemble the literature in one ar.ticle to help ttre researctrers as well
as graduate students.
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2.

BEFoRE-AFTER AppRoAcH LITERATURE

Studies falling in this category mostly comprise the earliest part of the Uterature on contractionary devaluation. Diaz-Alejandro (1965) exanines
Argentina's 1959 devaluation. After studying tJle period between 1955 and
1961 he concluded that the devaluation of tlre peso had contractionaiy ellects
on the Argentinean economy. He explained this adverse impact by a shjft in
income distribution in favor of high-propensity savers that shrank consumption expenditure and real absorption.3 Moreover, according to him, the mechanism iesponsible for the improvement of tte current account is not related
to the substitution effects triggered by the real deva-Iuation' Instead, it is tl..e
fall in absorption relative to output that leads to the current account improvement. Another inlluential paper on tl:e subject by Cooper [1971a] adopts the
before-after approach while investigating twenty-four deva-luation episodes in
19 developing countries during the 1959-66 period. He attempted to assess
the impact effects of a devaluation on illlation, the balance of trade and payrnents, as well as on aggregate demand. Although Cooper's empirical findings
involve only the short-run e{fects of devaluation, he deduced ttr'at, while de!€-luations help improve the external position of a country, they can be costly in
that they have a predisposition to bring about output contractions as well as
an acceleration in inflation.
Devaluation itself often initially tends to depress economic activity in the
devaluing country, contrary to what has normally been expected. (Cooper
1971a, p. 5O4)

In an elfort to reveal the mechanism of transmission, Cooper acknowledges
tlrat there can be redistributj.on of income from non-traded goods industries
to trad.ed. goods industries, a.rld tre accepted tlrat the impact of these redistributive effects on demand can be ambiguous' Besides the important shortcomings ttrat plague all 'before-after' studies, Coopel's paper also sullers from
a very unrealistic assumpLion that devaluation can be expected to trave its
principal e{Iect in the following year (Edwards, 1986a).
Krueger (1978) studied 22 major devaluations of the countries included in
the NBER project on trade liberalization spanning the period from 1951 to
1970. She found that in only three o\t of 22 episodes were devaluations fol-

lowed by severe and prolonged recessions. Although other counbies also suffered growth rate slowdowns, they still could not be considered to have fa-llen
into a recession. She did reckon tfre fact that a good deal of tJ:e resulting deflationar5r impact may have stemmed from domestic inllation-reducing stabilization policies. Krueger inferred tlrat the evidence did not support the contractionary devaluation hypothesis.
Edwards {1989b) uses 39 devaluation episodes in order to analyze tJre reaction of aggregate output during tJre period between 3 years prior to the devaluation and 3 years after the devaluation. He notices that real GDP growth
rates start falling before the devaluation takes place and ttrerefore infers that
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insftuting exchange and tuade controls prior to devaluations brings about
serious distortions that become a drag on the performance of the economy.

According to Edwards '... the evidence ... strongly suggests that in many cases
deva-luations have tristorically been associated with declines in ttre level of
economic activity around its trend. These results provide some temporary evidence tending to support the contractionarJr devaluation hypothesis.,
The before-after approach suffers from one major limitation in that it is not
based on a strict cetens paribzs assumption, Such a method will therefore
never produce an estimate of the independent impact of devaluation on output as other domestic or internationa-1 determinants of aggregate output are
changing. What seems to be contractionarJr devaluation might well be shifts in
otJ:er exogenous variables that contract aggregate demand and thus, output.

3. CoNTRoL GRoL,p AppRoAcH
The control-group approach compares before-after output performance in
devaluing countries with output performance in a set of non-devaluing countries (the control group) during the same time span. Since this method
assumes that a1I devaluing and control group countuies face the same exogenous external factors, the di.Ilerence in the output performance of these two
groups should only reflect the effect of der,'aluations. Therefore, by isolating
the effects of devaluation from the effects ofotfler va-riables on output, tJle control-group approach ought to outperform the before-after methodolory.
Since devaluation has by

ald large been a key component of IMF stabifiza-

tion programs, some studies have therefore approached tJre contractionary
deva-luation issue in the context of these progrzrms. Donovan,s {1981) first
study of this sort investigated 12 devaluations conducted under IMF progra::rs
during the 1970-7976 period. The control group of countries without programs was chosen from a pool of non-oil developing countries, and the com-

pansons w€re conducted over one-yea_r and tbree-year tirae spans. The comparisons showed that export gro\,!th rates were consistently higher for program countries, while output growth was rather anbiguous. The one-year
companisons exhibited a clear improvement in output growth in program
countries relative to the non-oil developing countries. However, in the threeyear comparisons, the decline in grou,th for program countries exceeded that
of the non-program countries. A later study by Donovan (1982), considers an
expanded sample of 78 IMF-supported programs during tJ:e period l97l-80.
By using the same analysis as in the first study, Donovan observed tl.at program countries exhibited relative ireprovement in the performance of the
exterrlal sector as well as inllation. In contrast to his initial study, however, he
found t]lat the decline of growth rates exceeded ttte average decline for t]le
control group in the one-year comparisons, but fel1 short ofit in the three-year
comparisons ,
Drawn a-lso by an interest to evaluate IMF supported programsr Gylfason
(1987) investigated 32 devaluation cases during 7977-79 by using a compari-
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son-group methodologz. The control group consisted of developing countries
with ba-lalce of payments difficulties during the 1975-77 period' Gylfason
applied. nonparametric statistical tests to establish whether the difference
between the performance of macroecononic variables for program countries
and that of the control group in the course of a three-yea-r period was signifcantly different, Beyond finding a relative im.provement in the balance of payments in program countries as well as no difference in the illlation performance, he concluded t-hat dilTerences in output growth between the two groups
could not be considered statistically signi-ficant.
Important papers relying on the control-group approach to re-examine t-l1e
contrictionary devaluation problem includes studies by Ka"in (1988) and
Edwards (1989a; 1989b). Karnin analyzes 5O to 9O episodes from a sample of
107 devaluations during the 1953-1983 period. He exarnines tJre performance
of macro variables by testing the statistical significance of the difference
between performance oI the variables for the devaluing country and the control group. Kanin discovers that typically most devaluations do not result in
a reduction of output levels' Moreover, growth rates remain positive in most
cases. Instead, he notices that, during the year prior to derraluation, growth
rates plummet and remain rather steady for up to one year after the deva-luation. Onty afterwards do grouth rates recover and outperform the control
group. Kamin conclud.es that the evidence does not favor the contractionary
devJuation hypothesis. Edwards (1989a) examines the performance of several macroeconomic variables in 18 devaluation cases between 1962 arrd 1982
in Latin America. He tracked real output gro*'th rates in the course of a period beginning three years before the devaluation and ending three years after
the devaluation. A set of 24 developing countries that kept fixed nominal
exchange rates in the course of the same period was chosen as the tontrol
group'. By using non-pa.rametric statistical tests to conduct comparisons he
found that output gro\ .th rates drop during the years encircling devaluations'
Edward reckons tJ:at this may wellbe the result of policies and/or restricti.ons
that have complemented Latin American deraluations, rattrer t.l.a.rr the outcome of the devaluation itself. Therefore to split the impact on aggregate output into that stenrning from devaluation on the one hand and that coming
from other accompanying macroeconomic or trade policies on tl:e other hand
is a daunting task.
In another paper Edwards (1989b, pp. 320'3241considered 39 devaluation
episodes in order to study its i:npact on economic activity by means of the
,"iorrt ol grorrp' approach as well as regression analysis. The clear pattern of
growth rates declining prior to devaluation dates are, according to Edwands, a
;a-rdfestation of the enforcement of exchange arrd trade controls that typically Iead devaluation. These controls ale more than likely to bring about significant distortions that will eventually reflect in the reduced growth rates even
before the delraluation trits. Nevertheless, the outcome of his 'control group'
mettrodolory demonstrated that often devaluaLions are accompalied with a
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fall of output growth rates. It is worttr noting that Edwards uses the tontrol
group'approach onJy as prologue to his regression analysis and acknowledges, 'this evidence is only suggestive'.
Although the control group methodolog/ is better tfran the before-after
methodolo$/ it still suflers from an intrinsic biasedness. More specifically,
there is an adverse selection problem because prograra countries are likely to
have a rather poor economic performance before the onset of the program. In
fact balance of payments dfficulties are typica.lly a prerequisite for receiving
finarrcial support from the IMF. Consequently, program countries are selected
non-randomly and thus have a systematic difference with non-program countries at the beginning of ttre program period. This selectivif bias will likely distort the simple control group approach estimator since it attaches differences
in performance entirely to progr€rm or devaluation status. However, duringthe-program differences in performance between the two groups may well be
dedicated to dilferent starting positions. The control group approach will exaggerate the positive impact of a program/devaluation when past poor economic performance indicates an improvement of the current conditions. The opposite will be true if past poor performance indicates subsequent deterioration.

4.

MAcRo-stMULATIoN AppRoAcH

The macro-simuladon methodolory relies on simulations of econonic models
to infer the theoretical performance of output after a hypotheticaL deva_luation
takes place. As Agenor (1991, pp. 26) noted, '[s]tudies using a macro-simulation approach have as a major advantage the fact that they usually prowide
considerable information on the transnission process of exchange-rate
ctranges on output, contrary to factua-l approaches.' This methodolory is particularly useful for comparing the outcomes of alternative policy packages that
may contain various combinalions and/or dosages of devaluations ald ottrer
policy instruments.
The theoretical models on which the macro-simulation approach is built
upon emanate primarily from two schools of thought. The brthodox' school
maintains that devaluation is expansionary because of its expenditure switching effects and the increased production of tradables that it stimulates. On the
other hand, the new structuralist schoot disagrees witl this argument and has
made sigrdjica-nt contribution to the contractionary devaluation viewpoint.
Since the orthodox sta-ndpoint can be safely considered faniliar ground, focus
is on the theoretical models of the new structuralist literature.
Most of the early theoretical models presented in the literature concentrated on the ellects of devaluations on the demand side of the economy. Studies
by Diaz-Alejandro (1963), Krugman and Taylor (1978), Barbone and RiveraBatiz (1987) constitute central pillars of the contractionarJr devaluation literature. Several studies have dea-lt with the supply side channels that render
devaluations contractionarJr. Bruno (1979), Gylfason and Schrnid (1983), van
Wijnbergen (1986), Agenor (1991), Gylfason and Radetzki (1991), and Taye
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(1999) belong to this group. The most important reasons for a devahration to
cause a contraction of the aggregate demand include:

(l) redistribution of income towards economic entities vdth high marginat
propensity to save (Diaz-Alejandro, 1963; Cooper' 1971a; Krugman and
Taylor, 1978). Devaluation typically boosts profits in export and importcompeting industries as it leads to higher relative prices for traded goods'
When this increased price 1evel leads to lower real wages, national spending is likely to shrir|k since the marginal propensity to save from profits
exceeds that from wages.
in investment (Branson, 1986; van Wijnbergen, 1986)' Since'
investment
consists largely of irnported capital goods, a real
new
often,
capital more costly in terms of home goods' Ttris,
will
render
depreciation
new investment and aggregate demand'
depress
is
1ike1y
to
in turn,
{2) A decline

(3) Increased debt and debt service payments in local currency (Cooper,
197la; Gylfason and Risager, 1984; van Wijnbergen, 1986(. For a country
that has accumulated. external loans denominated in foreign currency, this
heavier burden d.rains oIf resources that could be used in spending and
production, resulting in reduced aggregate output'
(4) Reduction in real wealth or real balalces (Bruno, 1979; Gylfason and
Schrdd, 1983; Hanson, 1983; Gylfason and Radetzki, l99l(' A higher price
Ievel ensuing from devaluation reduces real cash balalces and real wealth'
Thus, a fall in expenditure will be needed in order to restore real balances'
(5) Low governrnent marginal propensity to spend

out of tax revenue uuder

ad ualorem taxes on trade (Krugman and Taylor' 1978)' Devaluation

increases the domestic currency value of trade and causes ad ualorem taxes
(tariff revenue) to rise. As a result, there will be a redistribution of income
from the private sector to the government with a marginal propensity to
save ttrat is close to unitv in tie short-run. Consequenfly, aggregate
demald will contract.

initially in deficit (Cooper'
1971b(; Krugman and Taylor, 1978. When tl:e trade balance is in deficit,
real income at home tends to fall as imported goods become more expen(6) Real income declines because trade balance is

sive.

(7) Increased nominal interest rates are possible (Bruno' 1979; van
Wilntergen, 1986). As deva-luation is passed on in domestic prices and
wages, a reduction in the real volume of bank credit and the moneta{t base
occurs, which induces interest rates to dse.
(8) Foreigp profit income increases (Barbone and Rivera-Batiz, 1987)' The
short-run redistribution of income from wages to profits under foreign own-
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ership of capita.l will cause a portion of the increased profits to leak to the
rest of tlle world.
Devaluations may reduce the aggregate supply mainly via three mdn channels:

(f) price of imported production inputs increase (Bruno, 1979; Gylfason
and Schmid, 1983; Hanson, 1983; Gylfason and Risager, 1984; Islam,
1984; Gyifason and Radetzki, 1985; Branson, 1986; Sotimano, 1986;
Wiinbergen, 1986). Increased production costs will then clearly reduce supplv.
(2) Wage indexation based on foreign and domestic price levels (Hanson,

1983; Gylfason and Risager, 1984; Isla'n, 1984; Gylfason and Radetzki,
1985; Branson, 1986; Edwards, 1986b; Solimano, 1986; Wiinbergen,
1986). Increased prices for tradables caused by devaluation may lead
labour to demand higher wages, which could produce adverse supply
efiects.
(3) Workilg capital grows costlier as real balances decline (Bruno, 1979;
Wijnbergen, 1986). If devaluation increases the demand for money, interest
rates will climb, making working capital more cosfly and discouraging pro-

duction.

While attempting to research the effects of devaluation, the ttreoretical
models have assumed different scopes in terms of countr5r-specific or multicountry frameworks as well as short-run versus long-run eIlects. At the same
time, different authors have made dissirrrilar assumptlons about the behavior
of macro variables.+ The latter cautions against assessing the results of any
two models without considering the differences in model speci.fi.cations.
Krugman and Taylor (1978) developed a model with a non-traded goods sector, imported inputs alld mark-up pricing where output is demand-determined. They follow a smal.I count{z assumption when they take exports as
priced in foreign cuffenry and perfectly supply inelastic. The outcome of their
model dictates that in the short-run, absent substitution in production and
assuming an initial position of defrcit, devaluation will inevitably increase local.
currency expenditure on imports by more than the additional export revenue.
Hence devaluation will bring about a reduction in aggregate demand., production of home goods and total output.
Hanson (1983) model incorporates the Cooper ald Krugman-Taylor models
as special cases. His frarnework consists of a country that imports consumption goods as well as inputs for home goods. Hanson demonstr.ates that
Krugman-Taylor's model ignores the realistic assumption of substitution in
production as well as consumption, and t-hus it exaggerates the likelihood of
a contractionary devaluation on the demand side. Based on his th.eoretica_l
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model, he ded.uces that devaluation will prove contractionary only if el'asticities of demand for imported inputs and for i:nported consumption goods are
especially low or trade defrcits are sizeable. Hanson backs his theoretical conclusions with facts that counter ttre contractionarJz devaluation hypothesis. In
the Southern Cone of Latin America that best fits his assumptions, many
devaluations did not trrrn out to be contractionary.
Gylfason and Sch:nid (1983) incorporate the cost of intermediate goods in
a log-linear open economy macroeconomic model. Depending on which side of
tJrre economy is considered, they demonstrate that devaluation may result in
two opposite effects. First, it may expand output via the demand channel'
Secondly, it may reduce aggregate supply via its effect on the cost of imported
intermediate inputs. They tested the model empirically for a sample of ten
industrialized and semi-industria.lized developing countries using a 'calibration' metb.od to estimate the para-meters of the model for each country. Their
model yields an expa.nsionary efTect of derraluation for eight out of ten countries. They conclud.e ttrat the view that devaluations cause stagflation does not
find empirical support, because the expenditure switching effects seem to outweigh tJe supply side contractionar5r effects'
Gylfason and Risager (1984) construct a model for a small counb:5r, where
devaluation a-Ilects external debt via changes in interest pa]ments. In addition
to introducing the channel of interest payments, they bring in extern€l debt as
a negadve portion of wealth. This way, they create a new channel for a negative e{fect on demand. At the same i'ne they are the first to make a distinction between private and public external debt' The use of their imputed
parameter data for seven developed countries and eight developing countries
leads them to conclude that, although devaluations are typically expansionary
for d.eveloped countries, they are fikely to be contractionarJr in developing
countries. A similar result is obtained by Gylfason and Radetzki (1985) for a
larger group of d.eveloping countries, in a model emphasizing the role of wage
indexing.
Wijnbergen (1986) constructed a model with intermediate goods and
curbed financial markets. He studies the impact of devaluation on the aggregate supply as a result of three major factors: domestic currency costs of intermediate inputs; wage indexation when food ilnports are considerable; and
shrinked real cr:edit for domestic firms needing funds to finance working capital. He finds ttrese channels contractionary for the supply side and considers
tlfs outcome even more harmfuI than a demand-side contraction (KrugrnanTaylor) where at least the price level declines. Wijnbergen argues that when
devaluation results in stagflationary pfeasures, the ultimate aim of stronger
competitiveness that devaluation is meant to attain may be jeopardized. Since
in his model, households hold no foreign assets, a nominal devaluation raises the domestic interest rate and thus the real debt service br.rrden, reducing
aggregate demand. His policy imptcation entails, that upon the introduction
of the supply side channels, the likelihood of devaluations becoming contrac- 10-
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tionar;r increases, even when aggregate demand extrrands. This would be precisely the case when expenditure-switching eflects doninate expenditurereducing eIlects.
Buflie (1986a) presents a model of domestic good production using labour,
a fixed factor, and an imported input. His model has no imported consumer
goods, and exports of the domestic good are only a function of its relative
price. BuIfie derives the trade balance by means ofa saving function. The real
va-lue of sawing depends on the excess real rnoney demand or supply. An
adjustment of real wages and the money supply is built into the model. The
comparative-statics of his modei pointed to an ambiguous effect of devafuation
on the level of employment, while the condition for local stability in some special cases is necessaqr to exclude a contractionarSr eIlect on output.s
Lizondo and Montiel (1989) set up a general analytical franework aimed at
providing the major components of a comprehensive model that would bring
to light the relationship between tJle exchange rate and real output. They
study the case of a small open economy that employs homogeneous labour,
sector-specific capital, and imported inputs. While suggesting that most of the
analytical fra.rneworks in the ljterature need revision thev note that .In Drinciple ... we cannot unambiguously d.etermine whether a deva-Iuation will generate sulficiently favorable ellects on the demand for non-traded. goods as to
overcome the clearly adverse suppl.y side eIfects.,
Gylfason and Radetzki (1991) analyze the short and medium-term effects of
devaluation on macroeconomic performance in the least developed countries,
Their analysis is built upon downward rigidness of real wages or earnings. In
ttreir model, devaluation alfects the cunent account and real GNp by way of
exports, imports, and expenditures on the demand side of the economy, plus,
through ttre cost sf iynported inputs from tl:e supply side. Their simulation
outcomes for 12 least developed countries speak in favour of the contractionarJr devaluation for most of the countries considered. Moreover, this contactionary influence on output and employment is anplified under wage
indexation. Agenor (1991) uses a formal model of output deternination and
estimates it on annual data for a cross-section of 23 developing countries over
the period l97a-87. He places significarrt inportance upon the adequate formulation of t}.e relationship between output and real exchange rates under
rationa-l expectations. The esti:nates suggest that an anticipated real depreciation has contractionar5r effects, whereas an unantlcipated real depreciation
boosts output gfowth. Agenor finds that the contractionarJr impact of anticipated depreciations persists for periods longer than a year.
Beyond these multi-country studies, the Literature has a number of country-specilic papers. Recognizing the signihcance of such models, Khan (1990,
p. 226) noted that, '[c]ase studies permit one to delve deeply into the specifics
of prog'am design and implementation, and to identi$r special circumstances
surrounding the program.' In this context, Solimalo (1986) constructs a
:nacro model for Chile that focuses on two factors: (a) some features of the
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semi-ind.ustrialized economies with regard to t]1e elasticities of supply for
exports and demand for imports, which cause trade flows in the short-run to
be rather insensitive to changes in relative prices; (b) the effect of devaLuation
on domestic costs arrd competitiveness, via the cost of imported inputs as well
as its impact on wages under a system of wage indexation' He notes that foreign tradi elasticities, the cost structure of traded goods, a.rld ttre behavior of
noninat wages wiJl play a crucial role when it comes determining the e{Iects
of devaluations on output and employment' His simutrations for the Chilean
economy testiry that devaluation is contractionarJr in the short to medium-

run,
Bralson (1986) develops a two-sector model for Kenya with sticky prices,
imported intermediate goods, and wage indexation. According to Branson
imported capital goods constitute a sizeable portion of any new investment in
developing countries, He then contends that a real depreciation will make capital more expensive in terms of home goods, whictr in turn wiLl lead to less new

investment and thus a contraction of aggregate demand. Branson's small simulation model, suggests that deraluation has considerable stagflationary
results in Kenya. Taylor and Rosensweig (1984) made use of a large computable general equilibriur:r model for Thailand. Among a series of policy
effects of devaluation. According to their results,
-.".,.rrcs, they simulated t}le generate
a rea.1 output expansion of about 1 pera devaluation of the baht udll
cent for a 3 percent devaluation.
Roca and Pria-le (1987) have assembled a detailed macroecononic model in
order to assess the experience ofPeru with devaluation over tJ:e periods 197778 and 198O-82. Peruvian authorities implemented large nominal devaluations in an attempt to improve the external balance. In the case of Peru, a substantial share of the business sector debt was owed back in US dollars' Thus
the consecutive nominal devaluations gave rise to two phenomena: (a) higher
prices for imported inputs; and (b) increased cost of credit that led to a highir cost of working capital for heavily indebted companies. They conclude that,
ultimately, ttrese two liactors produced a severe stagflationary effect' Finally'
Taye (1999), in an attempt to evaluate the impact of devaluation on the macroeconomic performance of a subsistence economy' takes up the case of
Ethiopia. He uses a mediu-m. size macro-econometric model for data simulations and observes that although there is improvement in tfre current account
position, ttre economy experiences stagflation, The author contends that the
ixpenditure-reducing effects dominate the expenditure-switching effects of
devaluation, which signals that the improvement in the external sector stems
from lower imports rather than from an output expansion.
Macro-simulation studies, unlike factual approaches, play a valuable role
in the process of gaining more insight into the mechanics of how exchange
rates inIluence aggregate output' Nevertheless, their Achilles heel is in the use
imputed parameter values. As Agenor (1991) put it '[t]he reliability of results
deiived from a set of "guesstimates" and coeffrcients tJlat are not consistently
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estimated in an integrated framework can rightly be questioned., The Lucas
crifque suggests t]lat the pa-ralaeters used in the theoretical models, which
are obtained from econometric models, will likely vary with changes in the policy regime. Consequently, assuning these parameters as rigid across diJTerent
policy simulations would be quite unrealistic and thus bias the results. Ktran
(1990) observes another Limitation of the simuLation approaches in that they
carrnot rncorporate any credibility aspects associated with the implementation
of tl e poliry packages. Undeniably, t}Ie outcomes of a certain policy package
can be very different depending on whether it is iraplemented under arr IMF
program or independently by the country's authorities. This particular drawback can be overcome with outcome-based approaches or econometric studies, wtrich are discussed next. Table 1 sumrnarizes the relevant simulation
studies by auttror, year of publication, in terms of contributing factors and
other features.

Table
Auth,or, Year

Diaz-Alejardro,

l:

Features of rnqjor macro-slmulatlon studles
o! contractlo[ary dewaluatlon

Tgpe of model

Demald-side

1)

Contlactionary factors
Otller cheracteri,stics
Redistribution of income Marginal propensity

1963

uooper,

to sperut; potentially
contractionary

19lla

Demand-side

1) Redistribution of income Importance of the
2) Debt service pa]'rnents
time horizonj potentially contractionafJ.

Cooper, 197Ib

Demand/Supply- l) Redistribution of income Foreign aid; poten2) Initial trade delicits
tially contractionarjr
side

IC'uglnar,
Taylor, 1978

Demand/Supply-

Bruno, 1979

side

Demand/Supplyside

Gylfason,

Shrddt, 1983

l) Redistribution

of income Hypothetica.l coun-

2) Low government margin-

al propensity to spend
3) Irtitia-l trade deficits
1l Reduction in real wealth
2) Higher nominal interest
rates
3) Price of imported inputs
4) Cost of working capita,l
1) Reduction in real
2) Price of inported

5) Share of final

13 -

seg-

mented credit Erarket; potentially contractionary

economies; Mostly
goods

imports in GDP
6) Share of iactor imports

-

Serni-industrialized

economles;

demand expalsionary

for exports/imports

in GDP

tionarJr

r€alth Industrialized and
ilputs semi-industrialized

3) Wage indexation

4) Elasticities of

try
simulation;
potentially contrac-
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Table 1 continued...
Hanson,

1983 Demand/Supply 1) Reduction in real wealth Expalsionaqr devalutlle
in
-side
2) Price of imported inputs ations
of
Cone
Southern
3) Wage indexation
4) Elasticities of dema-nd Latin Arnerica
for imports
5)

Initiat trade deficits

Demand/ SupPly 1) Debt service payruents Expansionary in
Gylfason,
2) Price of imported inputs developed countries;
Risager, 1984 -side
Contractionary in
3l Wage indexation
dweloPing countries

Islam,

1984

Branson,

Demand/Supply

-side

1) Price of

imported

4) Foreign

aid

inputs substitution in pro-

2) Wage indexation
3) Initial trade deflcits

duction and

consu.mption; potentially
contractiona4/

1986 Demand/Supply l) Investtaent contractioo A simulation for
Kenya - contrac2) Price of inported
-side
tronary
inputs/capital
3) Wage indexation

Solimano, 1986 Demand/Supply

-side

1) Price of

inPuts

inported

A simulation for Chile

- contractionary

2) Wage indexation

3) Elasticities of demand
for exports/ itaports

Wijnbergen, Demand/Supply 1) Investment contraction Curb markets; poten-side
1986
2) Debt sewice pajrments tially contractionary
3) Higher noIninal interest
rates
4) Price of imported inputs
5) Cost of working capital
6) Wage indexation

Dema-nd-side
Barbone,
Rivera-Batiz,
IgaT

1) Increased foreign

profit A simulation for
- PotentiallY
contracuona-ry

1l Reduction in real r,l"eatth Contractionary in
Demand/ SuDplv
-- - 2)
uJuasurr'
Price of imported inputs developi-ng countries
-s1oe
Radetzki, 1991
3) wage indexation
Demand/Supply 1) Price of imported capital A aimulation for
Taye,
- 1999
Ethiopia - contracand inputs
-side
2) Goverrulent defrcit tionary

finalcing

3) Capacity utilization rate
4) Indirect taxes
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5. Ecotorrarrnrc AppRoAcH
Econometric studies constitute a rather sparse component of the literature on
contractionar5r deva-luations when compared with the macro-simulation stud.ies. Connoliy (1983) uses cross-section data for a group of 22 countries to
examine the impact of nominal exchange rate changes on the change of the
real output gro$th rate. The results of his regression analysis lend support to
the expansionar5r deval.uation hlpottresis. One of the rnost prominent ea_rly
econometric studies is Edwards [1986a] who estimates a fixed ellects model
of real output based on pooled data for 12 developing countries over the period 1965-80. Edwards extends and modilies a model of real output behavior by
Khan and Knight (1981) to include the terms of trade (r), the ratio of nominal
government spending to nominal income (GE/!, a monetary surprise variable,6 ttle real exchange rate (e), and a country dummy variable (uJ as in
equation ( 1):
logg, = y^time + B,log(GE
2

+T
t=o

/yl^

*f,
i_o

F,,lttostw - Alog M')^,,

,

2

p". rog

r-. . + )

i=0

A,r,logeo,r_, + un + e ,t

(r)

The inclusion of lagged values is meant to capture the short and long-run
etrects of the respective variables on real output. This would be a test of the
hypothesis that considers the contractionarjr effect of devaluation as merely a
short-run phenomenon. His resuits confirm the expected positive effect of
monetary surprises and government spending on output, while finding the
terms of trade variable to be statistically insignifrcant. On the other hand the
regression produced a conbactionary effect on output for the contemporaneous real exchange rate. However, the lagged value of the real exchange rate
showed an offsetting expansionarlr effect. Edwards concludes that, even
though devaluations will reduce output in the first year, this effect would be
completely offset during the second year, rendering derz_Iuations neutral in
the long-run. Another study by Edwards (1989b) adopts a multi-sector macro
model with imported intermediate goods, wage indexation and foreign debt to
assess tl1e effect of devaluations on total domestic output a-rld employnent.
Edwards derives a testable reduced form eouation from his macro model.
which he then modi-fres in va-rious ways to -^t. it suitable for regression
analysis. Panel data regressions are run for 12 developing countries wittr
annual data covering the period 1965-84. His results are mostly consistent
with his previous conclusions (Edwards, 1986a) that deva-Iuations are contractionar5r in the short-run, ttowever they remained neutral for the long-run
onJy in two cases.
Sheehey (1986) assumes a Lucas-q,?e supply function, to analyze the
short-run effect of unanticipated inllation, changes in tlae relative cost of for-
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eign exchange, and business cycles on output growth' He uses cross-section
data for 16 industrial Latin American countries' His findings back the contractionary devaluation hypothesis and emphasize the importance of using
wodd business cycle variables as a significant determinant of real dornestic
output growth.
Nunnenkamp and Schweickert (1990) conduct a pooled time-series crosssection analysis on a sam.ple of 48 countries over the period 1982-1987. The
basic elements of their model are si-milar to Edwards (1986a; 1989b) and
incorporate the terms of trade (7()?), the government spending to income ratio
(EGDE, a monetary surprise variable (UOG), the real exctrange rate (R), and a
Iagged- growth variable measured by a tlree-period mowing average of real
gowth (DI1 as in equation (2):
Y=

a + bR + \EGDP + dUOG + eTOT + JDY + u

(2)

where u is an error term. They perform additional regressions, which include
one- or two-period lagged values of these explanatory variables. Pooled regressions for all 48 countries reject the hlpothesis of contractionar1r devaluations'
AII concurent and lagged exchange rate terms exhibit feebly expansionary
devaluations. They move one step ahead to group-specilic elTects and conclude
that the ways in which devaluation a-fiects growth may be dependent on the
specilic structural features of the economy. More specifically, contractionarJr
devaluations seem to be the case for exporters of manufactures in the shortrun followed by subsequent oflsetting expansionaql effects. Exporters of agricultural products are subjected to expansionafy devaluations in the shortrun, while in heavily indebted countries devaluadons aPpear to trave deferred
expansionar5r efrects. In conclusion, the authors believe the fears ttrat externJ sector adjustment wia devaluation causes negative growth effects to be
unfounded.
Agenor (1991) exarrirres a pooled sample of 23 developing countries, and
considers the deviation of actual Aom expected changes in the real exchange
rate, foreign income, the money supply, and government spending' He asserts
that unexpected real excbange rate depreciation is expansionar5r, while anticipated real depreciations have an irreversible contactiona.ry effect' Morley
(1992) conducts a cross-section study to assess the eflect of real exchange
rates on capaclty utilization in 28 LDC stabilizations fuol;l^ 1974' He selects
only those stabilizations with a larger than 15 per cent noriainal devaluation
or a considerable real devaluation. The adopted reduced form equation
expresses capacity utilization (Il? as a function of the real exchange rate (X),
a measure of monetary policy (M)8, a measure of fiscal policy (FISQ9' export
growth (EXQ, import growth (IMPQ, terms of trade ITOI'1' and a country
dumny (D) as in equation (3):

Y=

ao +

at\

+ atMr+ a3trYSCi + aaTo\ + a,EXGi+ a6IMPGi + ajD+

-
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A conspicuous feature of this reduced form is that it includes import $owth,
as imports are assumed to be deterrnined by two exogenous factors - exports
and capital inllows (i.e. the availability of foreign exchange). His findings suggest to tfre view tlrat deva-luations have a contractionar)r effect that become evident only a-fter two years, although he does not test for a reversal effect in the
subsequent period. A ten percentage point devaluation hurts the rate of
capacity utilization by one per cent. Morley blames this negative impact on a
sharp reduction in investment spending rather than on increased saving.
Moreover, capacity utilization appears to be posilively inlluenced by the capacity to import and terms of trade, implying the efstence of a foreign exchange
constraint during this period. This liatter observation would suggest ttrat
greater foreign lending reduces tlle likelihood of contractionar5r deva_luations.
Domestic monetary and fiscal r"ariables appear to have a negligible eflect on
capacity util.ization.
The studies, rewiewed above, have relied on eittter cross-section data or
panel data. More recent studies, however, have relied on time-series data and
have reted on recent advances in time-series econometrics. Bahmani-Oskooee
and Rhee (1997) consider the case of Korea and apply Johansen's cointegration and error-correction technique on a reduced form model similar to
Edwards (1986a) using quarterly data over the period 1977-1994. Tbe
explanatory variables are real money supply (M), norrrinal government spending to nominal GDP ratio (G), terms of trade (TERM), and the real effective
exchange rate (REX) as in equation (4):
IogY = / [ogM, logG, log?ERM,

togREX]

(4)

Johansen's cointegration analysis validates the existence of a J.ong-run
relationship between ouqtut, money and tfre real exchange rate, where real
depreciations are expansionar5r in the long-run. To capture tl e short-run
dlrramics the authors construct an error-correction model that takes the following form:
AlogY, =

c + bEC,t + XciAlogY,_, + EdAlogM,.t + teAlogcr,i + I/AlogREX.t + lJ,

(5)

Their error-correction model confirms that there exists a long-run relationship
between the variables considered, af]d shows that t]e most important expansionary impact of real depreciations appear with a lag of ttrree quarters.
Bahmani-Oskooee (1996) considers tlle experience of an oil producing country Iran. He argues that since the price of oil is denominated in foreign currency (dollars), one cannot expect expansion in aggregate demand a-fter deva_luation. However, since Iran is dependent upon imported inputs, contraction
in aggregate supply will dominate the expansion of aggregate demand. Using
cointegration analysis and a model similar to equation (4) he shows that in
Iran currency depreciation in the bl:ack market is stagflationary. This analysis
shows that the impact of devaluation on domestic production not only
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depends upon the size of traded goods sector, but also how dependent a country is on imported inputs. Furttrermore, it also depends upon wtrether a countly's trade flows are denominated in donestic or foreign currency.
Bahmani-Oskooee (1998) tackles the long-run effects of devaluation.
Quartedy data on real as well as nominal effective exchange rate for 23 LDCs
over the 1973-1988 period are used. in a cointegration framework to examine
tlle presence of a long-run association between output and effective exchange
rates. More specifica.lly, ADF tests are conducted on the residuals of the following cointegrating equations:

Yr=(rr+prT+T1Xr+tt

(6)

Xt

{7\

= a2 +92T + T2Y + a2t

where Y denotes output ald X tJle eflective exchange rate. The residuals of
tJrese equations for most of the countries were nonstationary, indicating the
lack of a long-run rel,ationship between output and exctrange lates' The outcome of tJ:is empirical evaluation validates the lrypothesis according to which
devaluations are neutral with respect to output in the long-run for most LDCs'
However, when Bahmani-Oskooee et al. (2OA2l applied Johansen's cointegration techrrique, tJ:ey found that wbjle devaluations are expansionar;r in the
Philippines and Thailand, they are contractionary in Indonesia and Malaysia'
The expansionary devaluation view also received suPport from BahmaniOskooee and Anker (2001) when they applied Johansen's cointegration technique to a reduced form model by using data from the whole German econolny.
Kamin and Klau (1998) exarnine the ellect of devaluation on aggregate output vdth a d.ataset containing pooled annual observations ftom. 27 countries
over ttre period 1970-1996. The dataset contains countries from Latin
America, Asia, and the industrialized wodd. They aim at tackling defects of the
previous empirical literature with respect to long-run efTects, inclusion of
external strocks, and regional grouping. The examination is based on an errorcorrection model, which assumes ttlat output is cointegrated with potential
output. In their fixed effects model, the output gap is used as an eror-correction term in t]le following equauon:

Alog(I): c+

p;A1og(RER) + pzlog(RER)-1 + prAlog(4-r + paYGAPt +

et

(8)

where Y is real GDP, RDR is the real exchange rate, YGAP is tJre log of actual/potential output gap and e is an error term' In the above specificatj.on, the
coeffrcient B, is supposed to capture the short-run effect of devaluation, while
possibility of spu02 captures the long-run effects. In order to account for the
-
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rious regression t.lle authors include additional explanatory var.iables as controls. These controls consist of proxies for monetary policy (real short-term
interest rate), fiscal policy (cyclically adjusted budget balance to GDp ratio),
and external shocks (US 3-month T-Bill rate, US real short-term interest rate,
terms of trade, changes in the weighted output gap of G-3 countries, chalge
in the capital account to GDP ratio). Moreover, in order to control for the possibilit5r of feedbacks from output to the exchange rate and other explanatory
variables, the authors use also two-stage-1east-squares for estimation. After
controlling for spurious correlation ald reverse causality, they find that devaluation produces a weak short-term contactionary effect on output. In the
long-run, trowever, they find no contractionary effects on output. From a
regional perspective, deva-Iuations do not appear to be more contractionary in
Latin America than in other regions as often hypothesized, and industrialized
countries iace equally contractionary de!€_Iuations in the short-run and r:eore
contractionary in the long-run when compared to developing counrnes.
Rogers and Wang (1995), estimate an equilibrium model of output a.nd
inJlation for a sma1l, open economy. Ernploying impulse response factors arld
variance decomposition they identily the significance of fiscal, real, money
growth, exchange rate, al]d asset shocks on output and inllation. The method
of moments technique used here accounts for all possible feedback effects
with or without lags. The impulse response analysis reveals that devaluation
has a contractionar5r impact on output during most of the first 12 months,
with the largest negative effect peaking after the flrst quarter. As expected,
output responds positively to real, fiscal, and asset shocks. FurtJrermore, variance decomposition analysis shows that real, fisca1, and asset shocks constitute as much as 95 percent of the variance of output, whjle only about 2.5
percent of the variance results from real exchange rate shocks. Rodriguez and
Diaz (1995) in a VAR for Peru arrive at a siraila.r conclusion by using six variables: real wage growth, output growth, exchange rate depreciation, monetary
growth, inflation, and the Solow residua_I.
Hoffmaister and V€gh (1996) enpirically analyse the role of nominal
anchors in stabilization programs for the case of Uruguay, a chronic in{lation
country. They estimate a VAR model to sinulate t-llre output reaction to a
money-based and exchange rate-based stabilization programme. Their model
contains the rate of growth of money, the rate of depreciation, output, inJlation, and conbols for external shocks stemrning from Argentina. According to
the impulse response function for output, a stabilization program using
money as the nominal anchor initially results in a recession. By conbast, arr
in-flation stabilization program using the exchange rate as the nornina-l anchor
results at first in an expansion followed by a subsequent recession. Hence, t]1e
authors conclude, an op'iynal nominal anchor can only be determined on the
basis of a preference between recession now (money anchor) and recession
later (excharge rate anchor). Since the use of the exchange rate as a norninal
anchor in high inllation countries is often realized throush a reduction in
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exchange rate depreciation, tlfs VAR model, which is consistent with most of
the literature, suggests that depreciation will initially result in a contraction
to be followed by an expansion. ln addition, the authors identi$ heavily do1larized economies like Uruguay as a setting more conducive to exchange-rate
based stabilization.
Santaeltra and Vel,a {1996}, Iikewise, exarnine stabilization programs from
the perspective of the nominal alchor chosen. They irrvestigate tlae consensus
view in the literature according to which stabilization programs based on the
exchange rate involve a steady appreciation of the domestic curency a-rrd tj?icaliy trigger an initial surge in economic activity, followed by a recession. This
paper uses a two-variable VAR model on Mexican data over the period 198794. The two variables are output and the rate of nominal depreciation. They
find that an increase in the exctralge rate depreciation results in an initial
slump in output t]lat is reversed altet 12 quarters. Similarly, Copelnan and
Werner (1995) employ a VAR model for Mexico. They include output, the rate
of depreciation of t]:e nominal exchange rate, the real exchange rate, the real
interest rate, and rea-l credit or real money balances. Their findings suggest
that an increased exchange rate depreciation results in decreased credit availability and a decline of economic activitjr. However, shocks to the level of the
real exchange rate appea-r to have no effect on output.
Kamin and Rogers (1997) estimate VAR models for Mexico over the period
1980-1996. They attempt to identify the most imfortant elements in the relationship between devaluations and output such as tlae rwerse causation from
output to tJre exchange rate, spurious correlation wittr iactors like capital
account shocks and short-term contractionar5r efrects of devaluation. The VAR
findings suggest that a permanent real depreciation is followed by a sustained
fall in real output. Controlling for capital account shocks reduces the effect of
real exchange rate shocks only minimally. In addition, the authors conclude
that d.evaluation does a-ffect output through various other channels such as a
reduction in government spending, M2 and the capital account rather than
through its inlluence on higher inllation.
Finally, in order to determine whether different sectors ofan economy react
differently to currency depreciation, Bahmani-Oskooee and Mirzaie (2000)
investigate impact of depreciation of the dolar on eight diJlerent sectors of tfre
US economy by means of cointegration analysis' The eight sectors considered
were agriculture, manufacturing, wholesale trade, retail bade, real estate,
service industry, mining and construction. For most sectors, there was no evidence ofa long-run relationship between exchalge value of the dollar and sectoral output, The same conclusion is reached by Kandil and Mirzaie (2002)
who used an aggregate demand and aggregate supply model and standard
econometric tecbniques.
Since recent studies engage in econometric analysis, especially when a new
techrrique is introduced, it is worth compiling them in a table. Table 2 summarizes all econometric studies by author ald year of publication, in terms of
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features.

Table 2: Features of maJor ecorrometric atudles
on coltractlonary dewaluation
Author
Connolly,

Regressian

Cross section

1983

Edwards,
1986

InporTanl lrd.ependent Varinblps

1) Nominal exchange

Period/ murXries

rate

(charrges)

Panel data (fl.xed 1) Time
annual,
effects,2SLS)
2) Government spending to 1965-80,
12 countries
income ratio
3) Money surprises
4) Terms of trade
5) Real exchange rate

Edwards,
1989b

Panel data (flxed 1) Time
1965-84, annual,
ellects)
2) Government spending to 12 counhies
income ratio
3) Money surprises
4) Terms of trade
5) Real exchange rate

Nunnenkarnp

Palel

Schweickert,

(Pooled OLS)

1990

data 1) Real effective exchange rate 1982-87, amual,
(changesl
48 countries
2) Government spending to
income ratio
3) Money surprise
4) Terms of trade
5) Lagged growth rate

Agenor 1991

Panel

data I) Output gro&th

(Pooled OLS)

1978-87, a::ntual,

23 DCs
2) Real exchange rate
3) Unexpected real exchange rate
changes
4) Goveument spending
5) Money supply
6) Foreign income

Morley, 1992 Cross Section

1) Real exchange rate
2) Measure of money shocks
3) Measure of fiscal policy
4) Terms of trade
5) Export gro\rth
6) Import gro\r,th

Bahmani-

1959-9O, arrnual,
1)Measure of fiscal policy
Iran
2) ReaJ money supply
3) ReaI black market exchange

Oskooee,
1996

Time Series

ra!e
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Table 2 continued...
1) Government spending to
income ratio
2) Real mooey supply
error-corection) 3) Terms of trade
4) ReaI elfective exchange rate

Balrnani- Time Series
oskooee. {Johansen's
Rhee, 1997 cointegration,

I97 L-94' qtaarterly, Korea

Bahmani- Time Series Nominal effective exchange rate
Oskooee, (cointegration)

1973-88, qualterly, 23 LDCS

1998

Kamin,

1998

Klau,

Panel

data

1) Real exchange

rate

(fixed effects, 2) Real short-terl]a interest rate
2SLS, effor-cor- 3) Go!t. budget balalce to GDP

rectiort)

1970-96, annual,
27 countries

ratio
4) TerEs of trade
5) Actua-I/ potential

output gap
6) US 3-month T-Bi[ rate
7) US real short-terE interest
rate

output gap of G-3
countlies
9) Capital account to GDP ratio
8) Weighted

Rogers, Tirne Series
1ee5 pAR model)

1) Real

wang,

31

exchalge

fi:hy."*-

rate
to tax

ratio

1977-f99O,
monthlv, Mexico

t4) rnGtion
5) Real money balances

Holfmaister, Time Series
V€gh,

1996

(VAR

model)

1) Nolainal exchange rate
ciation
2) Money growth

depre-

Urue$aY

depre-

1987-1994, quarterly,

3) Output
4) Inllation
5) External shocks

Series
(VAR model)

Santaella,
Vel,a, 1996

Time

Copelmal,

Time

Series

WeEer, 1996 (VAR model)

1)

Nominal exchange rate

ciation

2) Output
1)

Output

Mexico

2) Nominal exchange rate depre-

clauon
3) Real excharge rate
4) ReaI inteiest rate
5) Real credit or

ances

leal money bal-
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Table

2

continued...

Ikmin,

Time Series

Rogers, 1997 (VAR model)

1) Real interest rate
2) ReaI exchalge rate
?l rnfl.+i^n --+-

1980- 1996, quarterly, Mexico

4) Output

5) Additional variables: Capital
account, Government size, Real
M2, Oil price
BahmaniOskooee &

Mirzaje,

Time Series
{Cointegration)

2OOO

1) UneEployment rate

2)
3)
4)
5)

Oil price
Government spending
Real money supply
Nominal effective exchalge

fate
BahmaniOskooee &
Anker, 2OOl

Time Series
(Cointegration)

I

I Term< af tede

2) Government spending
3) Real money supply
4) Nominal effective exchange

197O- 1994, quarterly, U.S. (sec-
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Corvcluoruc coMMENTS
Currency devaluation or depreciation is said to stimulate exports and discourage imports, leading to an increase in aggregate demald. However, it is
argued tl.at it could also lead to a decrease in aggregate supply, mostly due to
an increase in cost of imported inputs as a result of devaluation. Thus, the
ultimate impact of devafuation could be expansionarjr or conbactionary
depending upon the extent of the shift in the aggregate demand and aggregate
supply. The literature on the impact of devaluation on domestic production
has been shown to be extensive and urith con-flicting results.
In this paper we review the literature on the impact of devaluation on
domestic production by grouping the articles into four categories, i.e., beforeafter approach; control-group approach; macro-simulation approach and
econometric approach. Econometric studies constitute a smaller component of
the literature on contractionar5r devaluations when compaled with the macrosimulation studies, A short survey of the econometdc studies on tlle contractionary devaluation hypottresis indicates mixed evidence so far. In part,
the inconclusive proof oflered by this literature is due to a variety of research
techniques, models, and sample selections adopted by the various studies.
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A number of these studies consider the ellects of deva-luation on economic
activity as only a short-run phenomenon. Many of these studies find that the
impact effects of d.evaluation are contractionary, and are often followed by an
offsetting expansion. Others obtain only contractionaS/ or expansionar5r
effects in the short-run. In addition, a few studies look beyond, into the medium and long-run and identi.f no less inconclusive evidence. However, it must
be noted that only a small portion of ttre literature suggests that devaluations
are always expansionary.
The empirical literature to d.ate has not been able to fend off attacks from
sceptics of stabilization packages, which consider the exchalge rate a questionable instrument of econornic policy, especially in developing countries'
Indeed, in absence of more solid evidence that refutes the contractionary
d.evaluation hypothesis, policymakers qrill hesitate when laced with high
unemployment and a weak balance-of-payments position'
Finally, the review reveals that the contractionary effects of devaluation are
notjust limited to developing countries. It could take place in developed countdes as wel1. FurtJrermore, within the developing world, while in one country
devaluation could be contractionary, in another country it could be expansionarT. The same is true a:long developed countries too. Thus, we may conclude that contractiona-r:/ devaluation is country specifrc ald future researctr
should investigate the impact of currency depreciation on domestic production
by relying upon a country specific model'ro
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ENDNOTES

1. Center for Reseatch on International Economics and the Depaitment of Economics,

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI 532O1. E-Mail:
bahnani@uwm,edu and Department of Social Sciences, University of Michigan-

Dearborn. Dearborn, MI 48128. E-MaiI: imiteza@umd.umich edu, respectively. We
would like to acknowledge the valuable cosunents of an anonlmous referee ald ttre
editor without ilaplicating them.
that devaluation improves tlae trade balance if the sum of the import arrd export
demand eiasticities exceed unity. For empirical evidence of the elasticities see
Bahmani-Oskooee ald Niroomand (1998).
2

. Note

3. The idea behind the re-distributive effect actually goes back to Alexander (1952) *:tto

argues that devaluation is usually inflationary. If there are long adjustment lags of
wages to inltration, profit will be realized to owners of capital at tlle expense of workers. Assuming workers have trigh MPC and owners of capital have low MPC, redistribution of income q'ill result in a decLine in total consumptioo, thus, in domestic absorption.
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4. A typical example would be the assumption of exogenous versus endogenous nomi-

nal wages.
5. The cases where either the techlologr is separable in imported inputs and donestic value added, or imported inputs and labor are gross substitutes.

6. Note that the monetarjr surprise is the difference between the actual ca.sh balances
(n4 and the desired balances (M1. EdrrlaJds uses rate of change of tJ:e variables,
7. Constructed as yt/ Ya(l+t)t, where ris the 1o-year growth rate prior to tl2e devaLuation, and t is the number of yea.rs after the devaluation.

8,

Defined as the ratio of hypothetical to actua_l real money balances
Hypothetical bal,ances are assume to gfow at the same rate with income.

at time

t.

9. Defiled as the percentage point change in the hypothetical budget surplus.
1O. The most common way to classi& countriea into developed and developing countries is by per capita income. Usually, in the literature, high-income (those with per
capita income of more than $92651 OECD countries are considered mostly developed.

Others, regardless of inconre level, are considered developing. For more, see Todaro and

Smith (2OO3, p. 34).
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